FAIRsFAIR Newsletters

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N°1: Open Call for Data Repositories, workshops at the OS Fair and more** - 02.08.2019
  - In this edition: FAIRsFAIR Open Call for data repositories; Five workshops at the OS Fair in Portugal; FAIRsFAIR co-located event at RDA P14 in Finland; Interview with the FAIRsFAIR coordinator, Ingrid Dillo; An introduction to our expert advisors

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N°2: Open consultation ongoing, calls for support of repositories closed, RDA co-located event and more** - 20.09.2019
  - In this edition: FAIRsFAIR Interoperability Survey Deadline; FAIRsFAIR Top 10 RDA Working and Interest Group; Open Call for FAIRsFAIR Champions; Seventy-three European Repositories Respond to Open Calls; FAIRsFAIR & RDA Co-located P14 Event in Finland; European University Association - Focus Groups - Madrid and Amsterdam; Interview with Simon Hodson (CODATA); FAIRsFAIR Experts: The Synchronisation Force

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N°3: Around Europe In 60 Days - News From Porto, Espoo, Amsterdam And Elsewhere!** - 14.11.2019
  - In this edition: Research data and FAIR data principles. Last chance for the Open Consultation is tomorrow!; FAIRsFAIR at the EOSC Symposium 2019: 26-28 November - Budapest, Hungary; FAIRsFAIR Champions; FAIRsFAIR on the move: where we’ve been; Save the date - Upcoming Events; Other FAIR Stories

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N°4: The year in review and what’s next** - 19.12.2019
  - In this edition: The FAIRsFAIR year in review!; FAIRsFAIR Support to Data Repositories: Meet the Selected Applicants; FAIRsFAIR First Deliverables on Landscape Analysis, FAIR Requirements & Competence Centre; FAIRsFAIR Workshop at IDCC2020; Other FAIR Stories

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.5: Register for our 1st Webinar, FAIRsFAIR "Landscape Analysis and Competence Centres outputs" online! And more** - 03.02.2020
  - In this edition: FAIRsFAIR 1st Webinar on Persistence and Interoperability in FAIR research data management - 11 February; FAIRsFAIR Landscape Analysis & Competence Centres outputs - now online!; FAIRsFAIR half-day workshop during IDCC2020 - Dublin 17 February; Open Call for FAIR Champions; Video Interview Lennart Stoy - EUA

- **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter n.6: The latest FAIRsFAIR deliverables, and other news from the project** - 30.03.2020
  - In this edition: New arrangements for upcoming meetings, details of FAIRsFAIR deliverables available for community review, an introduction to the new FAIR Champions, feedback from the IDCC2020 workshop, and a webinar coming up.
• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter n.7: FAIRsFAIR Synchronisation Force meetings online, our session at EOSC-hub Week, latest publications and upcoming events.** - 10.06.2020
  - in this edition: The FAIRsFAIR Synchronisation Force 2nd Workshop series, our session at EOSC-hub week, a focus on D2.2 FAIR Semantics, upcoming events, and links to the latest articles.

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter n.8: New FAIR data management tools, survey outcomes and recommendations, upcoming events.** - 06.10.2020
  - in this edition: We showcase F-UJI and FAIR-Aware, two new additions to our FAIR Tools and Software series. In other news not yet announced elsewhere, the FAIRsFAIR Synchronisation Force publish a summary report on their most recent workshop. You can also catch up on other new publications and bookmark upcoming events.

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.9: FAIR Assessment And Certification In The EOSC Region, FAIRsFAIR Competence Centre And Our Season's Readings. Happy Holidays!** - 22.12.2020
  - in this edition: We showcase the brand new "FAIR Assessment and Certification in the EOSC region" short report, the FAIRsFAIR Competence Centre, new collaborations, the first FAIRsFAIR podcast episode in the series and much more! Good reading & Happy Holidays to you all!

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.10: Our Midterm Review, FAIRsFAIR Week 2021, Interview with Isabel Bernal!** - 08.03.2021
  - in this edition: With Spring around the corner, first up is news of the FAIRsFAIR 2021 spring event (7 to 15 April). Also in this issue, the FAIRsFAIR National Roadshow Series kicks off, we celebrate the results from our FAIRsFAIR Midterm Review, and we bring you an interview with FAIRsFAIR Champion Isabel Bernal!

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.11: The FAIRsFAIR Week 2021 Is Ready To Start. Check The Calendar, Register And Join Us!** - 07.04.2021
  - in this edition: The FAIRsFAIR 2021 spring event is ready to start! Check in this special issue the date and details of the Week!

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.12: The FAIRsFAIR Repository Support Series Webinars!** - 20.04.2021
  - in this edition: The FAIRsFAIR Repository Support Series aims to help repository managers become familiar with FAIR-enabling practices. Each webinar will provide an overview of a specific FAIR-enabling activity, share information on recent developments within FAIRsFAIR and other initiatives as well as offering examples of good practice, practical tips and recommendations.

• **FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N. 13: The Synchronisation Force has its Concluding Discussion on 10**
June | the FAIRsFAIR National Roadshow Series with the next dates & the new readings! - 28.05.2021
- in this edition: The FAIRsFAIR Synchronisation Force with its Concluding Session on the 10th of June, next dates of National Roadshow Series and the recorded Video of the FAIRsFAIR Week 2021.

  - in this edition: The FAIR+Time working paper by FAIRsFAIR, SSHOC and EOSC-Nordic is open for public comments. The FAIR-Aware Tool is now available in French. The Adoption Stories have now a house on the FAIRsFAIR website, and five National Roadshows have already visited Europe.

- FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.15: The Third Report of the Synchronisation Force is out, the new FAIRsFAIR Competence Centre, 4 National Roadshows in November & much more - 29.10.2021
  - in this edition: The Third Report of the Synchronisation Force is out, have a tour of the FAIRsFAIR Competence Centre, four National Roadshows will visit European countries in November, and a bunch of new events, news and articles are also online. Enjoy the readings!

  - in this edition: It's that time of the year again! Before going for a well-worthy holiday break, find here the last news from the FAIRsFAIR team. Enjoy the readings!

- FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.17: Special News | The FAIRsFAIR Final Event Is Here! Reserve Your Seat 25-27 Jan 22 | The National Roadshows Land In Italy & ACME FAIR Guide Published! - 20.01.2022
  - in this edition: The special edition is all on the FAIRsFAIR Final Event and the Italian National Roadshow. Enjoy the readings!

FAIRsFAIR Newsletter N.18: Special Issue | Still In Time To Register For Our Last Workshops And Events! - 03.02.2022
- in this edition: If you missed the final appointment of the FAIRsFAIR project and want to listen to the entire event, you have now the videos of the sessions available on the event page.